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Space	Weather	Forecas:ng	Goals		

Impacts:		

1.  Grid	

2.  Satellites	and	radiaEon	

3.  Ionosphere	and	signals	

Focus:	

1.  Reducing	impacts	above	

2.  User-relevance:	
1.  GeomagneEc	disturbances	that	drive	currents	in	the	power	

infrastructure	

2.  Variability	of	the	ionosphere	electron	density	

3.  EnergeEc	parEcles	for	solar	assets	
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Advances	in	these	areas	will	strengthen	our	ability	to	understand	the	enEre	web	of	
physical	phenomena	that	connect	Sun	and	Earth,	working	towards	a	knowledge	

level	to	enable	forecasts	of	these	phenomena	at	high	skill	scores.	

we	understand	too	liQle	of	magneEc	instabiliEes	to	forecast	the	Eming	and	energy	
release	in	large	solar	flares	or	in	intense	(sub)	storms	in	geospace.	

We	cannot	at	present	use	observaEons	of	the	Sun	to	successfully	model	the	
magneEc	field	in	coronal	mass	ejecEons	(CMEs)	en	route	to	Earth,	and	thus	we	

cannot	forecast	the	strength	of	the	perturbaEon	of	the	magnetospheric	field	that	
will	occur.	

Evalua:on	
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Research	Recommenda:ons	

1.	Data	driven	models	

• Advance	the	internaEonal	Sun–Earth	
system	observatory	along	with	
models	to	improve	forecasts	based	on	
understanding	of	real-world	events	
through	the	development	of	
innovaEve	approaches	to	data	
incorporaEon,	including	data-driving,	
data	assimilaEon,	and	ensemble	
modeling.	

	2.	Origin	at	the	Sun	

• Understand	space	weather	origins	at	
the	Sun	and	their	propagaEon	in	the	
heliosphere,	iniEally	prioriEzing	post-
event	solar	erupEon	modeling	to	
develop	mulE-day	forecasts	of	
geomagneEc	disturbance	Emes	and	
strengths,	a^er	propagaEon	through	
the	heliosphere.	
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Research	Recommenda:ons	

3.	Geospace	

•  Understand	the	factors	that	
control	the	generaEon	of	
geomagneEcally-induced	
currents	(GICs)	and	of	harsh	
radiaEon	in	geospace,	involving	
the	coupling	of	the	solar	wind	
disturbances	to	internal	
magnetospheric	processesand	
the	ionosphere	

4.	Space	Environment	
specificaEon	

•  Develop	a	comprehensive	space	
environment	specificaEon,	first	
to	aid	scienEfic	research	and	
engineering	designs,	later	to	
support	forecasts.	
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Tasks	iden:fied	in	the	survey	

Solar	surface	

Heliosphere	

Magnetosphere	

Ionosphere	

RadiaEon	belts	

ObservaEons	
and	

instrumentaEon	

Data	
assimilaEon	

Modelling		

TransiEon	to	
operaEon	
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Three	main	pathways	(each	can	be	a	project)	

Pathway	I	
recommendaEons:	

•  	to	obtain	forecasts	
more	than	12	h	ahead	
of	the	magneEc	
structure	of	incoming	
coronal	mass	ejecEons	
and	their	impact	in	
geospace	

•  to	improve	alerts	for	
geomagneEc	
disturbances	and	
strong	GICs,	related	
ionospheric	variability,	
and	geospace	
energeEc	parEcles:	

Pathway	II	
recommendaEons:	

•  to	understand	the	
parEcle	environments	
of	(aero)	space	assets	
leading	to	improved	
environmental	
specificaEon	and	near-
real-Eme	condiEons	

Pathway	III	
recommendaEons	

•  to	enable	pre-event	
forecasts	

of	solar	flares	and	
coronal	mass	
ejecEons,	and	related	
solar	

energeEc	parEcle,	X-
ray,	EUV	and	radio	
wave	erupEons	for	
near-Earth	satellites,	
astronauts,	
ionospheric	storm	
forecasts,	and	polar-
route	aviaEon,	
including	all-clear	

condiEons.	
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Past	Experience	in	FP7	

Soteria	

• First	ever	EC-FP7	funded	
project	on	space	
weather	

• 2008	-	2012	
• CASSIS	conEnues	it	
• Coordinator:	G.	Lapenta	

Swiff	

• FP7	project	on	the	space	
weather	call	

• 2011	-	2014	
• Coordinator:	G.	Lapenta	

eHeroes	

• FP7	project	
• From	the	2011	call	

• 2012	-	2015	
• Coordinator:	G.	Lapenta	

DEEP	

Intel	
Exascience	

Lab	

Hybrid	

CompuEng	

Space	Weather		
projects	

HPC		
projects	

CHARM	

US	collaboraEons	
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SOTERIA	

Coordinator:	G.	Lapenta	

First	Ever	EC-funded	project	on	space	weather	

Physics	Coverage:	

• Photosphere	
• Chromosphere/Corona	

• Heliosphere/Terrestrial	effects	
• Irradiance	

Data	disseminaEon	

• Virtual	Observatory:	SODA	
• Value-added	data	products	

www.soteria-space.eu
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SOTERIA	EC	con:nued	as	eHeroes	

eheroes.eu	

Coordinator:	G.	
Lapenta	

Data	(ground	&	
space)	and	

simulaEon	on:	

Space	Weather	

Solar	sources	

and	their	

evolu:on	

Terrestrial	

Impact	

Space	Ac:vi:es	

Soteria	

• Focus	on	data	
disseminaEon	

eHeroes		

• adds	emphasis	to	space	
exploraEon	(specifically	
manned	missions	to	the	
Moon	and	Mars)	

Participant 
short name 

Participant 
organisation name 

Country 

KU Leuven Katholieke Universiteit Leuven Belgium 

SRC-PAS 
Space Research Centre, Polish 

Academy of Sciences 
Poland 

NOVELTIS NOVELTIS SAS France 

LPI P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, 
Russian Academy of sciences 

Russian 
Federation 

UOulu Oulun Yliopisto Finland 

UCL University College London UK 

UNIGRAZ Universitaet Graz Austria 

ROB Royal Observatory of Belgium Belgium 

HVAR 
Hvar Observatory, Faculty of 

Geodesy, University of Zagreb 
Croatia 

KO Konkoly Observatory Hungary 

CNRS-
OBSPARIS 

Observatoire de Paris, LESIA France 

UCT University of Catania Italy 

INAF 
Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica 

- National Institute for 
Astrophysics 

Italy 

PMOD-WRC 

Schweizerisches 
Forschungsinstitut für 

Hochgebirgsklimaund Medizin 
Davos 

Switzerland 

UGOE 
Georg-August_Universität 

Göttingen Stiftung Öffentlichen 
Rechts 

Germany 

Collabora:ve	Project	

FP7-	Space	
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Overview	of	the	Space	Covered	by	Soteria	and	eHeroes	
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SWIFF:	Space	Weather	Integrated	Modelling	Framework	

swiff.eu	

Science	Lead	 ParEcipant	organisaEon	name	 Country	

Coordinator:		

G.	Lapenta	
Katholieke	Universiteit	Leuven	 Belgium	

V.	Pierrard	
Belgian	InsEtute	for	Space	

Aeronomy	
Belgium	

F.	Califano	 Università	di	Pisa	 Italy	

A.	Nordlund	 Københavns	Universitet	 Denmark	

A.	Bemporad	
Astronomical	Observatory	Turin	-	

IsEtuto	Nazionale	di		Astrofisica	
Italy	

P.	Travnicek	
Astronomical	InsEtute,	Academy	of	

Sciences	of	the	Czech	Republic	
Czech	Republic	

C.	Parnell	 University	of	St	Andrews	 UK	

Create	a	mathemaEcal-physical	framework	to	
integrate	mulEple-physics	(fluid	with	kineEc)	

Focus	on	coupling	small-large	scales	

FederaEon	of	models	based	on	physical	and	
amthemaEcal	understanding	of	the	coupling	

Physics-based	rather	than	so^ware-based	

Founding	approach:	implicit,	adapEvity	and	
mulElevel	

Collabora:ve	Project	

FP7-	Space	

G.	Lapenta	et	al.,	J.	Space	Weather	Space	Clim.,	3,	2013	 		
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Challenges of space weather 

Challenge	of	
Space	Weather	

MulEple	scales	
MulEple	
physics	
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HolisEc:	full	model	
based	on	first	
principles	

Multphysics	
challenge:	different	
regions	require	
different	models	

MulEscale	
challenge:	in	each	
regions	processes	
on	different	scales	

Using	implicit	
moment	method	on	
massivley	parallel	

computers	
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Three-way synergies 
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State	of	the	Art	 Swiff	Goal	

Multiscale – Multiphysis: Unification approach 

10
6
	km	

MACRO	

MICRO	

One	Fluid	(MHD)	

Extended	MHD	

Two	Fluid		

Fluid	with	FLR		

Hybrid	

Implicit	KineEc	

Explicit	KineEc	

Implicit		
Moment		

Method	

n = f dv∫
J = vf dv∫
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Major Achievements 

Development	of	
methods	and	

so^ware	to	couple	
different	tools	and	
so^ware	for	space	
weather	modelling	
and	forecasEng	

Development	of	a	
global	physics-based	
models	

• Coupling	small	and	large	
scales		

• Coupling	different	
processes	

• Coupling	different	
regions	

• Coupling	different	codes	

ValidaEon	and	
verificaEon	of	
methods	and	

so^ware	for	physics-
based	space	

weather	forecasEng	
with	specific	events	
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Need for Multilevel 

All	
simulaEons	

done	with	

iPic3D	
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Coupling	of	models	

Coupling	

One	way:	spawn	
kineEc	from	fluid	

Two	way:	the	two	
keep	exchanging	

info	during	
evoluEon	

MHD	

KineEc		(PIC)	
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Kine:c	à	Fluid	:	Well	determined	-	Moments	

Given the density, velocity and temperature defined above for each species, the initial

particle distribution is assumed to be a drifting maxwellian.

B. Two-way coupling: kinetic and fluid methods interconnected and intercommu-

nicating

In the two way coupling, the information from the fluid model needs to be transferred to

the kinetic code in the same approach described above. But additionally, now the kinetic

information needs to be transferred back to the fluid code. defining this operation is a much

simpler and more rigorous operation because the kinetic information is richer than a fluid

state. In fact, fluid models can be derived from kinetic models by the methods of moments.

This means integrating over the particle distribution function [? ].

The scope is to consider a (usually small) subdomain of a fluid simulation and locally

apply the more accurate but more costly kinetic approach. In the region of overlap the

information from the kinetic code is used to completely override the fluid information. In

each time step the fluid code is advanced first, then its information is used to load a kinetic

state and advance the information on the subregion of overlap kinetically. The kinetic code

uses the fluid information as initial and boundary condition for advancing the kinetic state.

The same time step �t is used in both codes.

Once the new kinetic state is computed, its information is provided to the MHD code

and the next time step can continue.

As mentioned above, the kinetic state is created in the same fashion described in the

previous section. The second step of projecting the kinetic state to the fluid code is described

next.

The kinetic magnetic field is used to replace the fluid magnetic field. The fluid properties

are defined as moments of the particle distribution according to their rigorous definition.

The density is defined as:

⇢MHD =
X

s

ms

qs

⇢qs (3)

where ⇢qs is the charge density computed from the particles of species s (electrons and ions).

Introducing a grid with nodes xn, the particle interpolation functions Snp = b`(xn � xp)

6

based on the b-spline interpolation functions of order ` (we use here oder 1):

⇢qs,n =
X

p(s)

qpSnp (4)

with the summation over all particles of species s.

The velocity of each species is defined as:

vs,n =
X

p(s)

qpvpSnp (5)

and can be used to compute the average center of mass speed and the current of MHD.

The pressure is obtained from the trace of the pressure tensor computed from the particles:

pMHD =
X

s

1

3
TrPs (6)

where the pressure tensor is defined as:

Ps,n =
X

p(s)

qp(vp � vs)(vp � vs)Snp (7)

where the tensor product is applied to the peculiar velocity of the particles, defined as the

di↵erence between the specific velocity of a particle and the average local species speed.

III. APPLICATION OF ONE WAY COUPLING: GLOBAL MODELS OF THE

EARTH MAGNETOSPHERE COUPLED WITH KINETIC MODELS OF DIPO-

LARIZATION FRONTS.

To demonstrate the one way coupling from fluid to kinetic models, we consider the specific

case of the energization of electrons in the dipolarization fronts produced in the Earth

magnetotail. We consider the reference global MHD model of the Earth environment widely

used in the space weather community and based on the OpenGGCM model (in the variant

maintained by the UCLA team [? ? ]) and couple it with the SWIFF code iPic3D [? ]

We consider the onset of a reconnection event in the magnetotail leading to a dipolarization

front (DF).

Specifically, we consider the event starting at 03:48:00UT on February 15, 2008 [? ].

Within the global model, we identify the domain in GSM coordinates spanning x 2 [15, 45]RE

, y 2 [�9, 3]RE and z 2 [�10, 2]RE where the action of interest develops, encompassing the
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ParEcles:	
xp	vp	qp	

Fields:	
Bg		Eg	

Bfluid	=	BkineEc	
Efluid	=	EkineEc	
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MHD state:
Bkin = BMHD(x, t0)

Ekin = EMHD(x, t0)

MHD state:

fs(x, v) = nMHD(x)Cexp(�m(v � vs)2/skTs)

Vi = VMHD

Ve = VMHD � JMHD/enMHD

Features of the Beamer Class

MHD state:
B(x, t)

E(x, t) = �V ⇥ B

V(x, t)

J(x, t) = r⇥ B

n(x, t)

T

Fluid	à	Kine:c	:	Informa:on	needs	to	be	created	

Fluid	state	

H-theorem:	

•  Maximum	entropy	

principle	
•  Chapman-Enskog	

expansion	
•  Modern	version	of	

Occam’s	razor	

•  The	distribuEon	is	the	

Champan-Enskog	

expansion	
•  Easiest	case:	LTE	

PIC	state:	fields	

MHD state:
Bkin = BMHD(x, t0)

Ekin = EMHD(x, t0)

MHD state:

fs(x, v) = nMHD(x)Cexp(�ms(v � vs)2/2kTs)

Vi = VMHD

Ve = VMHD � JMHD/enMHD

Te/Ti = (Te/Ti )observed

Ti = TMHD

Challenge:	

•  More	informaEon	needed	

than	available	
•  We	have	the	moment	but	

cannot	reconstruct	uniquely	
the	distribuEon	

•  AssumpEon	needed	

PIC	state:	parEcles	
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Electron Acceleration in Solar Coronal Jets 3

Fig. 2.— Magnetic field lines (red/black) with (a) the diffusive electric field Eres = ηj in the PIC cut-out of the MHD snapshot data set
(purple/gray volume) and the charge density plane at the bottom of the box—note the low density inside the flux rope, as explained in the
text—and (b) the E∥ field 0.5 s after start of the PIC simulation in run 4003 (purple/gray), together with the current density plane at the
bottom of the box.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the MHD flux emergence simulation a diffusive
electric field Eres = ηj, where η is the resistivity and j
the electric current density, builds up in the reconnection
region, approximately cospatial with the current sheet.
The parallel (in relation to the magnetic field) electric
field E∥ is part of the diffusive (non-ideal) electric field,
and provides information on the rate of reconnection as
well as on favored regions for particle acceleration. The
diffusive component of the electric field is, unlike the ad-
vective electric field (−u×B), not inherited by the PIC
code, but builds up self-consistently. Figure 2 compares
the location of the diffusive electric field component for
the chosen snapshot of the MHD simulations with the E∥
field of the PIC simulation 0.5 s after start. The parallel
electric fields reach in general much higher magnitudes in
the MHD simulations compared to the PIC simulations.
E∥ is the most efficient particle accelerator, since its

force acts on the particles without being affected by the
perpendicular particle gyromotion. Its maximum in the
PIC simulations is located inside the current sheet, equiv-
alent to the diffusive electric field Eres in the MHD sim-
ulation. Accelerated electrons (see Figure 3) are located
in the plasma outflow parts of the reconnection region.
The electron bulk velocity in the jet is on the order of
2000km s−1. The proton bulk jet flow on the other hand
is only about 270 kms−1, which difference to the elec-
tron bulk speed defines the electric current required by
the magnetic field configuration. The lower plane of the
PIC simulation visualization in Figure 2 (right) shows the
electric current density. At the bottom center of this fig-
ure resides the flux rope, whose twisted field lines are
indicated by the strongest electric current pattern. Addi-
tionally, to the left of the flux rope signature, the current
sheet features a turbulent structure. This is the result of
the plasma transport caused by reconnection. In addi-

Fig. 3.— Electrons that win energy over a time interval of 2.5 s,
about 4.5 s after the start of the 4003 simulation run together with
the magnetic field lines (white) and the electric current density
as contour plot (blue–green–red/black–gray–white for increasing
current density) in a yz-plane. Particles with velocities directed
upward are colored purple/light gray, while downward moving elec-
trons are colored green/gray.

tion, we observe fast up and down flowing plasma, as can
be seen in Figure 3, in which upward moving electrons are
shown in purple/light gray and downward moving elec-
trons are shown in green/gray.
By tracing particles that win energy over a time pe-

riod of a second, it becomes clear, see Figure 4, that the
acceleration mechanism is a systematic DC electric field,

One way Fluid to Kinetic coupling 
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The final publication is available at springerlink.com
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11207-012-0168-5.

3D Solar Null Point Reconnection MHD Simulations

G. Baumann1
· K. Galsgaard1

· Å. Nordlund1

Accepted to Solar Physics: October 10, 2012.

Abstract Numerical MHD simulations of 3D reconnection events in the solar
corona have improved enormously over the last few years, not only in resolution,
but also in their complexity, enabling more and more realistic modeling. Various
ways to obtain the initial magnetic field, different forms of solar atmospheric
models as well as diverse driving speeds and patterns have been employed. This
study considers differences between simulations with stratified and non-stratified
solar atmospheres, addresses the influence of the driving speed on the plasma flow
and energetics, and provides quantitative formulas for mapping electric fields and
dissipation levels obtained in numerical simulations to the corresponding solar
quantities. The simulations start out from a potential magnetic field containing a
null-point, obtained from a Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) magne-
togram extrapolation approximately 8 hours before a C-class flare was observed.
The magnetic field is stressed with a boundary motion pattern similar to — al-
though simpler than — horizontal motions observed by SOHO during the period
preceding the flare. The general behavior is nearly independent of the driving
speed, and is also very similar in stratified and non-stratified models, provided
only that the boundary motions are slow enough. The boundary motions cause a
build-up of current sheets, mainly in the fan-plane of the magnetic null-point, but
do not result in a flare-like energy release. The additional free energy required for
the flare could have been partly present in non-potential form in the initial state,
with subsequent additions from magnetic flux emergence or from components of
the boundary motion that were not represented by the idealized driving pattern.

Keywords: Sun — corona — magnetic reconnection — magnetic null-point

1. Introduction

There have been different attempts to initialize the magnetic field of the pho-
tosphere and corona for numerical simulations; amongst others by elimination
of the complex observed small scale structure by the use of several photo-
spheric magnetic monopole sources (Priest, Bungey, and Titov, 1997), by flux
emergence experiments (Archontis et al., 2004), as well as by extrapolation (e.g.
Masson et al., 2009) of solar observatory magnetograms, e.g. from SOHO. The
latter type has typically been used together with potential extrapolations, for

1 Niels Bohr Institute, Juliane Maries Vej 30, 2100
København Ø, Denmark email: gbaumann@nbi.ku.dk
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G. Baumann et al.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Magnetic field resulting from the FFT extrapolation of the SOHO magnetogram
taken on November 16, 2002. The region shown here is the entire computational box, having
an extent of 60 × 175 × 100Mm. The slice represents the vertical component of the magnetic
field. Black is the negative polarity, white is positive.

p. 6

Field	line	extrapolaEon	
From	magnetograms	

MHD	SimulaEon	of	an	
emerging	flux	rope	

leading	to	the	formaEon	
of	a	solar	coronal	jet		
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ABSTRACT

We investigate electron acceleration resulting from 3D magnetic reconnection between an emerging,
twisted magnetic flux rope and a pre-existing weak, open magnetic field. We first follow the rise
of an unstable, twisted flux tube with a resistive MHD simulation where the numerical resolution is
enhanced by using fixed mesh refinement. As in previous MHD investigations of similar situations, the
rise of the flux tube into the pre-existing inclined coronal magnetic field results in the formation of a
solar coronal jet. A snapshot of the MHD model is then used as an initial and boundary condition for a
particle-in-cell simulation, using up to half a billion cells and over 20 billion charged particles. Particle
acceleration occurs mainly in the reconnection current sheet, with accelerated electrons displaying a
power law in the energy probability distribution with an index of around –1.5. The main acceleration
mechanism is a systematic electric field, striving to maintaining the electric current in the current
sheet against losses caused by electrons not being able to stay in the current sheet for more than a
few seconds at a time.
Subject headings: acceleration of particles — Sun: corona — Sun: magnetic topology

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar jets have been shown to be triggered by mag-
netic reconnection, similarly to solar flares, while their
released energy is much below what is set free in a
medium-sized flare event, and the timescales are usu-
ally shorter. Nevertheless their high frequency of oc-
currence makes them a significant contributor to the so-
lar ejecta, particularly the solar wind originating from
coronal holes. Solar jets feature upflow velocities of
more than 150 km s−1 (Savcheva et al. 2007; Chifor et al.
2008) and are observed at EUV down to X-ray wave-
lengths primarily in coronal holes (Kamio et al. 2007),
but also in active regions (Chifor et al. 2008). Using
RHESSI data, Krucker et al. (2007, 2011) have further
investigated the electron impact regions of solar jets as
a result of interchange reconnection.
There have been several studies in the past employ-

ing fully 3D kinetic models to study particle accelera-
tion. Two approaches are most popular: particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations and test particle simulations. Their
main difference is the back-reaction from the particles
onto the fields, which is only taken into account in the
former method, while it is assumed to be negligible in
the latter one, justified by using a low number of test
particles for such simulations. These kind of simulations
provide much information on particle trajectories and fa-
vored locations of particle acceleration (Turkmani et al.
2005, 2006; Dalla & Browning 2005, 2006, 2008). Never-
theless there are severe limitations to test particle sim-
ulations. These together with their consequences have
in detail been discussed in Rosdahl & Galsgaard (2010).
On the other hand, the approach using self-consistently
evolving fields such as in PIC codes is subject to several
resolution constraints, reducing the possible physical box
size that can be simulated to far below length scales of
solar jets. In order to bypass these limitations, we made
use of modifications of the constants of nature. Thereby

gbaumann@nbi.ku.dk

we are able to present results from fully 3D PIC simu-
lations of a solar jet, using essentially the same initial
setup as in Rosdahl & Galsgaard (2010), but with self-
consistently evolving fields. Such modifications have pre-
viously to some extent been used by Drake et al. (2006)
and Siversky & Zharkova (2009). A comparison of simu-
lations using different modifications exceeds the scope
of this Letter. We therefore refer to Baumann et al.
(2012) for a description and analysis of the physical con-
sequences of modifications. For the present study we use
a choice of modifications as close as we can get to reality
with the currently available computational resources.
Section 2 provides an overview of the experiment and

describes the MHD and PIC simulations as well as their
intercoupling. In Section 3 the results are presented and
discussed. Finally, in Section 4 conclusions are drawn.

2. SIMULATIONS

The solar jet experiment at hand starts out with a
fully 3D resistive compressible MHD simulation of a
twisted emerging flux rope, initially positioned 1.7Mm
below the photosphere, similar to the setup used by
Moreno-Insertis et al. (2008). A constant magnetic field
of 3.3G is imposed on the entire computational box, in-
clined 65◦ in the yz-plane. The maximum magnetic field
strength of the flux rope is slightly higher than 1000G
and hence much larger than the background magnetic
field. The atmosphere is initially in hydrostatic equilib-
rium with a 1D atmospheric profile similar to the one
used in Archontis et al. (2005): the sub-photospheric
temperature at the bottom is 5.5×104K, with a maxi-
mum mass density ρ of about 9×10−6 g cm−3 at a depth
of 3.7Mm below the surface. The “chromosphere” has a
constant temperature of around 5600K and the corona
starts out with T = 2.2×106K and ρ = 6×10−16 g cm−3,
as illustrated in Figure 1.
The simulations are performed using the Stagger MHD

code, as in Moreno-Insertis et al. (2008), assuming an
ideal gas law and neither taking heat conduction nor

Electron Acceleration in Solar Coronal Jets 3

Fig. 2.— Magnetic field lines (red/black) with (a) the diffusive electric field Eres = ηj in the PIC cut-out of the MHD snapshot data set
(purple/gray volume) and the charge density plane at the bottom of the box—note the low density inside the flux rope, as explained in the
text—and (b) the E∥ field 0.5 s after start of the PIC simulation in run 4003 (purple/gray), together with the current density plane at the
bottom of the box.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the MHD flux emergence simulation a diffusive
electric field Eres = ηj, where η is the resistivity and j
the electric current density, builds up in the reconnection
region, approximately cospatial with the current sheet.
The parallel (in relation to the magnetic field) electric
field E∥ is part of the diffusive (non-ideal) electric field,
and provides information on the rate of reconnection as
well as on favored regions for particle acceleration. The
diffusive component of the electric field is, unlike the ad-
vective electric field (−u×B), not inherited by the PIC
code, but builds up self-consistently. Figure 2 compares
the location of the diffusive electric field component for
the chosen snapshot of the MHD simulations with the E∥
field of the PIC simulation 0.5 s after start. The parallel
electric fields reach in general much higher magnitudes in
the MHD simulations compared to the PIC simulations.
E∥ is the most efficient particle accelerator, since its

force acts on the particles without being affected by the
perpendicular particle gyromotion. Its maximum in the
PIC simulations is located inside the current sheet, equiv-
alent to the diffusive electric field Eres in the MHD sim-
ulation. Accelerated electrons (see Figure 3) are located
in the plasma outflow parts of the reconnection region.
The electron bulk velocity in the jet is on the order of
2000km s−1. The proton bulk jet flow on the other hand
is only about 270 kms−1, which difference to the elec-
tron bulk speed defines the electric current required by
the magnetic field configuration. The lower plane of the
PIC simulation visualization in Figure 2 (right) shows the
electric current density. At the bottom center of this fig-
ure resides the flux rope, whose twisted field lines are
indicated by the strongest electric current pattern. Addi-
tionally, to the left of the flux rope signature, the current
sheet features a turbulent structure. This is the result of
the plasma transport caused by reconnection. In addi-

Fig. 3.— Electrons that win energy over a time interval of 2.5 s,
about 4.5 s after the start of the 4003 simulation run together with
the magnetic field lines (white) and the electric current density
as contour plot (blue–green–red/black–gray–white for increasing
current density) in a yz-plane. Particles with velocities directed
upward are colored purple/light gray, while downward moving elec-
trons are colored green/gray.

tion, we observe fast up and down flowing plasma, as can
be seen in Figure 3, in which upward moving electrons are
shown in purple/light gray and downward moving elec-
trons are shown in green/gray.
By tracing particles that win energy over a time pe-

riod of a second, it becomes clear, see Figure 4, that the
acceleration mechanism is a systematic DC electric field,

PIC	KineEc	
simulaEon	of	

parEcle	
acceleraEon	in	

the	fields	from	
the	MHD	

simulaEon	
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One	way	coupling	

MHD Global Run 

MHD	kineEc	

BM	

Ashour-Abdalla,	Lapenta	

et	al.,	JGR,	2015	
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New	in	2014:	From	2D	to	3D	

2D	
3D	

The	onset	is	just	the	same,	not	shown	also	the	Hall	field	in	Bz	develops	just	

the	same.		

The	striaEons	is	anything	are	stronger	in	3D	than	in	2D.			

Cycle	20,000	or	Eme	about	20	sec	
This	slide	compares	apples	and	oranges	because	dt	is	different	in	2D	and	3D.	All	plots	are	at	20k	

so	in	3D	one	has	4	Emes	larger	dimes	for	the	same	cycle.	

Bx Bx 

Ashour-Abdalla,	Lapenta,	JGR,		
DOI:	10.1002/2014JA020316,	2015.	

Lapenta,	Ashour-Abdalla,	GRL,		
SubmiQed,	2015.	
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New	wave	in3D	HR:	LHDI		

LHDI:	lower	hybrid	dri^	instability	
Seen	only	in	3D	because	directed	normal	to	B	(mainly	along	x)	and	gradients	

(mainly	along	y).	So	it	is	directed	along	z	
LHDI	changes	the	nature	of	reconnecEon	and	of	the	waves	seen	in	its	vicinity	

Observed	in	satellite	data	

This	is	sEll	Bx	but	with	different	color	scales	to	highlight	different	regions.		

The	wave	you	see	develop	along	code	z	(GSM	y)	is	the	LHDI	(lowe	hybrid		

Dri^	instability).	The	same	wave	happens	also	in	LR.	
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The	challenge:	full	coupling	

They	speak	a	different	language:	
•  Moments	versus	distribuEons	

They	speak	over	a	different	range	of	

channels:	

•  KineEc	waves	have	more	
characterisEcs	to	follow	

Even	on	the	channels	they	have	in	

common	the	speed	of	

communicaEon	differ:	
•  At	high	k	the	to	channels	become	

completely	different	
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Example:	waves	in	a	cold	plasma	

Parallel	 Perpendicular	
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The	need	

They	speak	a	different	language:	
•  Moments	versus	distribuEons	

•  Use	the	Chapman-Enskog	distribuEon	

They	speak	over	a	different	range	of	

channels:	

•  KineEc	waves	have	more	
characterisEcs	to	follow	

•  Filter	the	extra	channels	
Even	on	the	channels	they	have	in	

common	the	speed	of	communicaEon	

differs:	
•  At	high	k	the	to	channels	become	

completely	different	

•  Filter	the	high	k	components	

Filtering	directly	is	
inelegant	and	

requires	fiddling	

parameters		
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The	idea	of	the	implicit	moment	method	

Mn (x) = qpvp
n

p
∑ S(xp − x)

Approximate	the	summaEon	with	a	
Chapman	–	Enskog	expansion	and	use	

that	to	couple	with	Maxwell’s	equaEons	
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Idea	of	the	implicit	moment	method	

IMPLICIT	

T=0	 T=Δt	

T=0	 T=Δt	
IMPLICIT	
MOMENT	

Non-linear	Newton-	
Krylov	iteraEon	

Linear	Krylov	
iteraEon	
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Coupling	with	the	implicit	moment	method		

The	speak	a	different	language:	
•  Moments	versus	distribuEons	

•  Chapman-Enskog	is	already	used	

They	speak	over	a	different	range	of	

channels:	

•  KineEc	waves	have	more	
characterisEcs	to	follow	

•  The	extra	channels	are	numerically	

damped	

Even	on	the	channels	they	have	in	

common	the	speed	of	communicaEon	
differ:	

•  At	high	k	the	to	channels	become	

completely	different	

•  The	large	k’s	all	speeds	converge	
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Implicit	Moment	method	

π/Δt-1=300 

π/Δt-1=1 

Fastest	to	slowest:	light,	Langmuir,	whistler	and	ion	acousEc		
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Implicit	Moment	method	

π/Δt-1=1 

Fastest	to	slowest:	light,	Langmuir,	whistler	and	ion	acousEc		

Real	Frequency	 Damping	
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Coupling	Example	Algorithm	

‘

jn = 1

jn = 0

jc = 0

B

E

in = 0 in = 1
ic = 0 PIC grid 

MHD grid 

Current	Capabili:es	

Ideal,	Hall,	anisotropic	ion	pressure	MHD.	

Efficient	coupling	through	the	SMWF.	

Different	PIC	and	MHD	grids	allowed.	

MulEple	PIC	domains.	

Works	in	2D	and	3D.	

BATS-R-US 
t = 0 

iPIC3D 
t = 0 

PIC region, initial and  
boundary conditions 

t = Δt t = Δt 
PIC solution in PIC region 

MHD boundary conditions 

L.	Daldorff	et	al.	2014	JCP	
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MHD-PIC	

MHD	with	Embedded	ParEcle-in-Cell	(MHD-EPIC)	method	combines	
the	efficiency	of	the	global	fluid	code	with	the	kineEc	physics	
capabiliEes	of	the	local	PIC	code	(L.	Daldorff	et	al.	2014	JCP)	

Earth	magnetosphere	is	challenging	
Large	system	size	compared	to	ion	inerEal	length	

Long	Eme	scales	

Daldorff	et	al.	poster	on	Monday	

Ganymede	is	a	very	appealing	applicaEon	
Small	system	size	compared	to	ion	inerEal	length	

Short	Eme	scale	(minutes)	

Galileo	measurements	for	validaEon	
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Ganymede	parameters:		

Rg	=	2634	km,	dipole	strength	=	-750	nT	

Jupiter	wind	(sub-sonic	and	sub-Alfvenic)	

n	=	4/cc,	VX	=	140km/s,	BZ	=	-77nT,	T	=	570	MK	

Mi	=	14,	so	ion	inerEal	length	di	~	0.16	Rg	

Hall	MHD	domain:	-128	Rg	<	x,	y,	z	<	128	Rg		

fix	values	at	inflow	and	ouulow	boundaries	(far	away)	

Absorbing	boundary	condiEon	at	1	Rg	
Finest	grid	resoluEon	1/32	Rg	~	0.2	di		within												-2	<	x	<	4,	

-3	<	y	<	3,	-2	<	z	<	2	

Coarsest	grid	cell	size	4Rg	,	about	8.4M	cells	total	

4	embedded	PIC	regions	surrounding	the	moon	

1/32	Rg	~	0.2	di	resoluEon:	3.6M	total	

216	macroparEcles	per	species	per	cell:	1.5B	total	

Mi/Me	=	100	

42 

3D	Ganymede	simula:on	with		

Hall	MHD-PIC	
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Hall	MHD	vs.	Hall	MHD-PIC	

Meridional	Plane	

Hall	MHD	vs.	Hall	MHD-PIC	
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Hall	MHD	vs.	Hall	MHD-PIC	

Equatorial	Plane	

Hall	MHD	vs.	Hall	MHD-PIC	
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Conclusions	

•  A	lot	remains	to	be	done	for	space	weather,	hopefully	new	
projects	in	H2020	and	other	contexts	will	give	us	an	
opportunity	to	grow	

•  A	key	aspect	is	coupling	macro	and	micro,	a	problem	much	
more	general	than	just	space	(material	science,	fusion	for	
example)	

•  One	way	coupling	where	fluid	spawns	kineEc	is	easy	

•  Two	way	interlocked	fluid/kineEc	is	much	more	challanging	
because	of	different	wave	characterisEcs	and	home	space	

•  The	implicit	moment	method	provides	a	working	framework	
for	handling	the	coupling	

•  First	successes	in	full	coupling	iPic3D	and	Bats’R’us	
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